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How does the Earth move in space?

• Earth rotates on its axis once every 24 hours. This means 
that it takes 24 hours to spin around one time, or 1 day.

• Earth also revolves, in orbit (a path), around our star, the 
Sun, once every 365 ¼ days. This is what we call 1 year.



How does rotation give us day and night?

• Day is when we face the Sun. As we rotate, we see the Sun appear to 
rise (sunrise), but it’s really the Earth that is rotating, or spinning. 
Night and sunset are just the opposite!



What is an orbit?

• the path that
an object makes as it 
revolves around 
another object

• Gravity is the secret to why planets 
stay in orbit around the Sun and the 
Moon stays in orbit around the 
Earth!



What is a LEAP YEAR or LEAP DAY?
• The ancient Egyptians figured 

out that it takes the Earth a
little more than 365 days to 
complete its trip around the 
Sun.

• The Ancient Roman leader, 
Julius Caesar, decided to add 
one extra day, every 4 years, 
to the calendar.

• Every 4 years, February has 29 
days rather than 28. Leap-day!



What do I need to know about our Sun?
• average-size, yellow star

• about 4.6 billion years old

• has a mass of about 330,000 
Earth’s

• provides all the heat and light 
energy in our Solar System

• made of hot gases, like hydrogen 
and helium

• appears to burn (but it isn’t!) 
because of nuclear fusion



What do I need to know about Earth?
• 3rd planet from the Sun

• made mostly of rocks and metals

• terrestrial, inner planet

• about 4.5 billion years old

• “Goldilocks” planet because it is 
“just right” for life as we know it

• covered with protective layers of 
air (gases) called the 
atmosphere, mostly nitrogen and 
oxygen



What do I need to know about Moon?
• Many scientists think the moon was a 

piece of Earth that was knocked off by 
a large object a few billion years ago.

• a satellite (something that orbits a 
larger object) of Earth

• covered with craters of all sizes

• no liquid water (tiny amount of ice 
have been found)

• has no air, atmosphere, or weather

• Our astronauts couldn’t hear sounds, 
because without air, soundwaves 
cannot travel!



Why do we see the Moon in phases?
• Sunlight is always lighting ½ 

the Earth and ½ of the Moon 
as they rotate.

• Waxing means we can see 
more and more of the Moon. 
Think wax to the max.

• Waning means we can see less 
and less of the Moon. 

• Crescent means less than half 
of the Moon is visible.

• Gibbous means that we can 
see more than half of the 
Moon.



Why do we have seasons on Earth?
• NOT because we’re closer

to the Sun in the summer!

• It’s because of Earth’s 
axial tilt during its 
revolution around the 
Sun.

• When the North Pole is 
tilted toward the Sun, 
Virginia (and the rest of 
the Northern 
Hemisphere) experience 
summer.
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